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ABOUT US

COMPANY OVERVIEWCOMPANY OVERVIEWCOMPANY OVERVIEW
A group of foodstuffs experts gathered
from all over the United Arab Emirates
to meet the needs of the food market,
which has witnessed tremendous
development in recent times.

our qualified team

Our Targets

our chosen strategy

and To achieve this, we rely on...



VISION

OUR VISION
We strive to become the preferred
partner in the field of food distribution
to restaurants and hotels and to be the
first choice for customers looking for
quality and professionalism.
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2
We strive to achieve sustainable growth and
expansion into new markets while maintaining
our distinction and superiority everywhere we
work. We believe that investing in human
resources and developing the skills of our
employees is the key to achieving our vision and
building a bright future for our company and our
society.



MISSION

OUR MISSION
1 Environmental and social sustainability

We are committed to environmental and
social responsibility and work to promote
sustainable development through our
practices and cooperation with suppliers and
partners

Partnership and dependability2

We build relationships based on partnership and trust
with our customers as we strive to accurately
understand their needs and provide solutions that
perfectly meet those needs.



GOALS
O U R

We aim to build strategic
partnerships with our
customers and food brands
and to be the trusted partner
in food commodity supply
operations.

we actually can achieve this
by.... 

A team of analysts
and experts study
financial market
conditions and
determine the best
deals

A fleet of refrigerated
trucks equipped to
achieve successful
transportation
operations and
eliminate any
damages

Quality control team
to ensure that
products comply with
international
specifications



Pickles and olives

Learn about our distinctive collection
of appetizers that add a distinctive
flavor to your meals

A variety of legumes

Enjoy with our wide range of legumes
with high nutritional value and
indispensable in any meal

Product
Categories



Ketchup and mayonnaise

Savor the taste of quality with our
distinctive range of fresh sauces

Oils and spices

The purity of oils is unparalleled, and
the many Tastes you can try, all with
a distinctive collection of spices

Product
Categories

Vinegar and sauces

One hundred percent organic
vinegar, available in all different
types



Cheese and frozen product

Explore our distinctive collection that
includes the finest types of cheeses
of all kinds

Coffee and nuts

Coffee beans roasted as desired that
capture the hearts of its lovers

Product
Categories



Luxury tahini made from the
finest grains

Sama's pickles are an aesthetic
touch on your dining table

TAHINA MIXED PICKLES

Pure filtered Syrian olive oil

FILTERWD OLIVE OIL

 our brand
Take a look at 

premium



Contact Us
"We are interested in hearing your opinions and suggestions, so
do not hesitate to contact us! Our team is ready to listen to your
needs and respond to your inquiries with all interest and
professionalism , Contact us now...

Contact:

0097124496913
Website

www.skydistribution.ae 

Address
Abu Dhabi-Mussafah M 44

00971501273090

00971505921060

00971506194215

skydistribution2024


